The classical Stone duality and many of its extensions and modifications are shown to be special instances of one general construction, involving so-called invariant point selections or subset selections as parameters. This approach provides a whole bunch of "symmetric dualities" between certain classes of spaces and/or lattices.  2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Stone's famous duality between Boolean lattices and totally disconnected compact spaces [41] was extended already by Stone himself [42] to distributive lattices; later on, it was modified and generalized, in several directions, by many other mathematicians (to mention only a few of them: Banaschewski and Bruns [3] [4] [5] , David and Erné [11, 16, 17, 20, 22] , Gierz et al. [24] , Hartung [27] , Hofmann, Lawson, Mislove and Stralka [31, 32, 35] , Johnstone [33] , Pratt [38] and, of course, Priestley [39] ).
All of these dualities have a common background (not only a categorical one, using the notion of "schizophrenic objects"; cf. Davey [10] , Porst and Tholen [37] ) but even a more specific order-topological one, as explained in [15, 17, 18, 20] (see also [24] ). The primary observation is here that not only adjoint pairs (α, β) of maps between (quasi-)ordered sets (satisfying the equivalence α(x) x ⇐⇒ x β(x )) may be regarded as special pairs of adjoint functors, but also, conversely, many categorical adjunctions, equivalences and dualities stem (via composition with other functors) from one order-theoretical self-duality functor, viz. the "transposition functor"
Here, V and designate the categories of complete lattices and maps preserving arbitrary joins (denoted by the symbol ), respectively meets (denoted by ). The covariant (!) functor D sends a complete lattice to its dual L d but keeps the maps, while the contravariant functor U sends every join-preserving map α to its (upper or right) adjoint β = α ∧ but keeps the objects fixed. In the opposite direction, the contravariant functor L assigns to every meet-preserving map β its left, lower or co-adjoint α = β ∨ . (The letter V emphasizes the role of joins, but also points to the German term "Vollständige Verbände".)
In the present paper, it is our main purpose to develop a general machinery that produces a broad variety of adjunctions, equivalences and dualities, just by composing the transposition functor T with suitable adjoint pairs of functors between space and lattice categories (see [15, 20] ). In particular, we shall demonstrate how various Stone type dualities arise from that general construction scheme.
In Section 1, we touch upon connections between the basic ingredients for Stone type dualities (so-called base spaces and base lattices) and formal concept analysis, a modern applied theory developed by Wille and his school [23] . The basic notions are here contexts (consisting of two sets and a relation between them) and their concept lattices, constituted by the associated polarity (Galois connection) in the sense of Birkhoff [6] .
Then, we provide a suitable framework for the intended adjunctions and (dual) equivalences. The central tool are so-called invariant point selections X, fixing for each complete lattice L one distinguished subset XL that is transported by isomorphisms. The main result of Section 2 will be a Galois adjunction between closed set lattice functors and generalized spectral functors. It depends on the given selection X, relates certain categories of complete lattices L with suitable categories of (closure) spaces, and induces manifold dualities between X--spatial lattices (having XL as a join-base) and X-complete or Xsober spaces (where the point closures are precisely the X-members of the lattice of closed sets). Some of these adjunctions are known, others are new.
Instead of point selections, one may invoke so-called subset selections, Z, picking a whole collection of subsets from each complete lattice or (partially) ordered set. Such subset selections extend the concept of subset systems, proposed by Wright, Wagner and Thatcher [43] in the seventies, and proved quite useful in various fields of order theory, topology, algebra and computer sciences (see, for example, [16, 17, 20, 22] ). Many dualities relating order-theoretical structures with topological ones involve various notions of primeness on the one hand and certain generalized ideal systems on the other hand. The "uniform approach" [43] is here to consider the point selection Z of all Z-prime or Z-compact elements; thus, ZL is the Z-core or Z-spectrum of the given complete lattice. By suitable "topologization" (with a closure system imitating the closed version of the hull-kernel topology) and restriction of the lattice morphisms to the spectra, Z gives rise to a spectral functor that is right adjoint to the closed set lattice functor C (or the open set lattice functor O, if that is preferred).
Perhaps even more effective (and closely related to the "Fundamental Duality" due to Banaschewski and Bruns [5] ) is what we call a symmetric (Stone) duality, involving two point selections, X and Z, instead of one. On the "topological side", one considers the category XSOSZ of all T 0 closure spaces S such that XCS is exactly the set of all point closures (X-soberness) and ZOS is a basis for the open sets. Morphisms between such spaces S and S are the Z-proper maps (having the property that inverse images of sets in ZOS are in ZOS). On the "order-theoretical side", one takes the category XVS Z of complete lattices L with XL as a join-and ZL d as a meet-base. Morphisms preserve arbitrary suprema, X-spectra, and their adjoints preserve dual Z-spectra. Now, the transposition functor T induces a dual isomorphism between the categories XVS Z and ZVS X. Composing this with the aforementioned equivalences established by the spectrum and closed set functors, respectively, one arrives at a duality between the categories XSOSZ and ZSOSX, which are defined exactly the same way, only that the role of X and Z has to be exchanged! It turns out that many interesting dualities are obtained as special instances of that construction, just by suitable "variation of the parameters" X and Z. For the specific notion of Z-spectra arising from subset selections, the description of the morphisms in the involved lattice categories turns out to be particularly convenient (see [20] ).
In spite of the apparent symmetry of the situation, it often happens that one of the two "space" categories (but not always the other one) is concretely equivalent to a certain algebraic or order-theoretical category, like that of ∨-semilattices (the Z-sober spaces for the selection Z of compact elements; cf. [5] ). For example, the Stone duality, extended to the one between distributive join-semilattices and sober spaces with compact-open bases, arises in that fashion for the selection of ∨-primes and that of compact elements-and a suitable restriction of the latter selection actually gives back the original duality between Boolean lattices and Boolean spaces, alias Stone spaces. Other choices of X and Z lead, for example, to the (dual) equivalence between sober spaces and spatial locales [13, 33, 36] , or between ordered sets or Alexandroff T 0 spaces [2] and superalgebraic (i.e., completely distributive algebraic) lattices [40] , or else between continuous posets or sober core spaces, respectively, and completely distributive lattices [18, 30, 32, 35] . We also recover some of the rare self-dualities, as for algebraic posets [20, 35] , bialgebraic lattices [20] , and strongly locally connected sober spaces [20, 30] .
Base spaces, base lattices and base contexts
As a convenient framework for our duality theory, we introduce here three mutually equivalent and self-dual categories, whose objects are (generalized) topological, relational and lattice-theoretical structures, respectively. The constructions involved are elementary but very helpful for the understanding and analysis of more complicated adjunctions, equivalences and dualities.
To begin with the simplest definition, we mean by a base space a pair (X, M) where M is any subset of PX, that is, a collection of subsets of X. If we regard M as an open ( -)base then As in the usual setting of topology, a continuous map between base spaces (X, M) and
designates the preimage of B under ϕ, while we write, as usual, ϕ(A) for the image ϕ → (A) = {ϕ(a): a ∈ A} (if confusion is unlikely). But we prefer the symbol ϕ ← for the preimage map, which allows a precise distinction from the inverse function ϕ −1 , provided the latter exists.
Observe that any continuous map between base spaces (X, M) and (X , M ) is also continuous as a map between the kernel spaces (X, ✵M) and (X , ✵M ) etc. but not conversely.
A base space (X, M) is T 0 (separated) if for any two points x, y ∈ X, there is a B ∈ M with x ∈ B y or x / ∈ B y. Apparently, the T 0 axiom holds for one of the systems M, ✵M, M, M c , ✵M c , M c iff it holds for all of the other ones, saying that distinct points have distinct closures (no matter if we refer to M or to M c ).
Recall that a base space (X, M), respectively, the kernel space (X, ✵M), is topological iff each of the systems
is a filter base. Clearly, closure spaces, kernel spaces, topological spaces etc. are special instances of our general definition of base spaces.
Passing from (X, M) to the "complementary" space (X, M c ), one obtains a concrete automorphism of the category BS of base spaces and continuous maps, which induces a bijection between closure spaces and kernel spaces. Therefore, we often simply will speak of the category S of "spaces", when it is unambiguous or irrelevant whether we refer to closure spaces or to kernel spaces. Obviously, the complementation automorphism preserves the T 0 axiom. Hence, it induces an automorphism C S of the category BS 0 whose objects are the T 0 base spaces. Less trivial and more efficient is the following result: An ad-hoc proof is easy but requires a few computations. Instead, we choose a more elegant approach via so-called contexts, well known from formal concept analysis [23] .
Generally, a context is a triple K = (J, M, I ) with an "incidence" relation I ⊆ J × M. Its concept lattice BK consists of all pairs (A, B) such that A = B ↓ = {j ∈ J : j I m for all m ∈ B} (the extent),
. Then BK is in fact a complete lattice, being isomorphic to the closure system EK of all extents, and dually isomorphic to that of all intents. We write j ↑ for {j } ↑ and m ↓ for {m} ↓ . If the basic functions
are one-to-one, the context is said to be purified or a base context. A Galois morphism between contexts K = (J, M, I ) and K = (J , M , I ) is a pair of maps α : J → J and β : M → M with α(j )I m ⇔ j Iβ(m ). This generalizes the classical notion of Galois connections between quasi-ordered sets and is closely related to the theory of Chu spaces (see, for example, [7, 25, 38] ). As in the case of Galois connections between (partially) ordered sets, one component of a Galois morphism (α, β) between base contexts determines the other, hence the whole morphism. Thus, in the purified case, one may regard α alone as a morphism between the given contexts, and call it a Galois map.
There is a concrete self-inverse complementation functor
and a self-inverse contravariant dualization or transposition functor
Clearly, C K is an automorphism and T K is a self-duality of BK 0 . Now, assign to any context K = (J, M, I ) the base space
On morphisms, S 1 picks the first and S 2 the second component of a Galois morphism: Proof. For any Galois morphism (α, β) between base contexts K and K , the first component is continuous as a map between the associated base spaces S 1 K and S 1 K , because of the equation
Conversely, if α is a continuous map between the T 0 base spaces S 1 K and S 1 K then there is a unique map β : M → M with ( * ), which means that (α, β) is a Galois morphism.
In the opposite direction, we have the concrete equivalence functor
which is right inverse and, up to natural isomorphism, even inverse to S 1 . Hence, S 1 is onto and an equivalence functor.
In the same way, the functor S 2 = S 1 T K together with its right inverse
establishes a duality between the categories BK 0 and BS 0 . ✷ Now, we see that the composite functor In [15] , we have established a categorical equivalence between T 0 closure spaces and "(join-)base lattices", consisting of a complete lattice L and a join-dense subset or joinbase of L, that is, a subset J such that for any two elements a, b of L with a b, there is a j ∈ J with j a but j b. Meet-dense subsets or meet-bases are defined dually. Notice that if a system Y of sets is a complete lattice with respect to inclusion, then a -base of Y is always a join-base; but the converse may fail if Y is not a kernel system! A "two-sided" variant of the above type of objects will be relevant for our present setting: by a double base lattice we mean a triple (J, M, L) with J join-dense and M meet-dense in the complete lattice L. For the category BL 0 of double base lattices, we take as morphisms those maps between the underlying lattices which preserve the join-bases and have a (right or upper) adjoint that preserves the meet-bases. Thus, a BL-morphism
and any BL 0 -morphism to its (dualized) adjoint, one obtains a self-duality T L of the category BL 0 .
Double base lattices L = (J, M, L) are easily described by means of the L-context (see [21] )
As remarked in [21] , the purified contexts are precisely the L-contexts of double base lattices -whence the name "base contexts". Indeed, putting
one observes that K 0 is always a base context and that K is purified iff it is isomorphic to K 0 (via γ and µ −1 ). The above assignment K 0 defines a functor from BL 0 to BK 0 which acts on morphisms by restriction to the join-bases. Indeed, this gives a Galois morphism because the adjoint restricts to a map between the meet-bases.
On the other hand, the base concept lattice functor L 0 assigns to every context K = (J, M, I ) the double base lattice (J 0 , M 0 , BK) and to every Galois morphism α :
A little computation shows that this is in fact a BL 0 -morphism withα This fact is easily verified but will also follow from 1.6. Next, we define two equivalence functors and two duality functors between the self-dual categories BS 0 and BL 0 . The closed base lattice functor L ∩ associates with any base space S = (X, M) the double base lattice 
has the adjoint
Furthermore, by continuity of ϕ, the lifted map L ∩ ϕ preserves the join-bases (sending point closures to point closures), and its adjoint preserves the meet-bases. Since L ∩ preserves identity maps and composition, it is actually a functor from BS 0 to BL 0 , and so is the
where X ∪ M is the set of all point closure complements (with respect to M c ) x 
Proof. A functor
to the join-bases: using the principal ideals ↓b = {a ∈ L: a b}, define
The equation
proves continuity of the restricted map
By meet-density of M, the double base lattice
By the same reason and equation ( * ), σ is a natural transformation from the identity functor to L ∩ S ∩ :
On the other hand, any
In fact, an isomorphism between these spaces is given by mapping x to its closure. Naturality of these isomorphisms is straightforward. For the other functors, use the decompositions
In the opposite direction, we have the dual equivalence functor
which is, by the previous remarks, isomorphic to the composite functor T S S ∩ . The self-inverse complementation functor C S on the category BS 0 , composed with the equivalence functors L ∩ and S ∩ , gives rise to a lattice-theoretical "negation" functor (cf. [8, 9, 12, 21] )
which, by the results obtained before, is self-inverse up to a natural isomorphism. Explicitly, it is given on objects by
Under what circumstances will the T 0 base space
We have the following equivalences (where the symbol means "finite subset"):
(J, M) is a topological base space
using meet-density of M in the last two steps. Hence, calling a double base lattice (J, M, L) spatial if M consists of ∧-prime elements, and cospatial if J consists of ∨-prime elements, we conclude:
Corollary 1.5. The category of T 0 topological base spaces is equivalent to the category of cospatial double base lattices and dually equivalent to the category of spatial double base lattices.
Specialization to the case where J is the whole lattice L and M consists of all ∧-prime elements leads to the classical duality between sober spaces and spatial frames (locales); see, for example, [24] or [33] .
As an immediate consequence of Propositions 1.2 and 1.4, we obtain: 
and for a Galois map α : J → J between K and K , we obtain the map
Hence, via restriction to the first component, L ∩ S 1 is naturally isomorphic to the functor L 0 , which must therefore be an equivalence, too. Similarly, K 0 is concretely isomorphic to K 1 S ∩ , via the identity map on the first component. Four further equivalence functors are obtained by setting
Putting all pieces together, we arrive at the following diagram of equivalence and duality functors, which commutes up to natural isomorphisms.
Adjunctions from invariant point selections
We are now going to prove the promised general adjunction theorem for certain categories of closure spaces and of complete lattices, extending the well-known (dual) adjunction between topological spaces and complete lattices via the open (or closed) set lattice functor in one direction and the spectrum functor in the other (see, for example, [24] ). Again, we prefer here the approach via closed sets. Our considerations also continue the study of lattice representations for closure spaces initiated in [15] , where we have established an equivalence and a duality between the category of T 0 closure spaces and that of join-base lattices (cf. Section 1).
Let X denote any point selection (not to be confused with the notion of subset selection considered in Section 3) for complete lattices; that is, X assigns to each complete lattice L a certain subset XL. We say a map ϕ : L → L between complete lattices preserves X provided ϕ(XL) ⊆ XL . In the sequel, we are assuming throughout that X is an invariant selection, meaning that every complete lattice isomorphism preserves X. Most of the definitions to follow depend on the chosen selection X. Hence, if necessary, we add a subscript X in order to stress that dependence.
Given any (closure) space S, we denote by CS its closure system, regarded as a complete lattice, and by MS the collection of all point closures {x} = {C ∈ CS: x ∈ C}. This is the unique minimal (in fact, the least) -base for CS. The closure space S is said to be (closed) X-based if XCS is a -base (!) for CS. Alternatively, X-based spaces may be characterized by the inclusion MS ⊆ XCS. Hence, for all X-based closure spaces S (and only for them), we have a well-defined map
Sending closed sets to the closure of their images, one lifts continuous maps to joinpreserving maps between the respective lattices of closed sets. In that way, C becomes a functor from the category S of (closure) spaces to the category V of complete lattices and join-preserving maps.
In the opposite direction, we define for any complete lattice L its X-spectrum or hullkernel space (closed version) to be the subset XL endowed with the closure system of all sets of the form
The resulting closure space will be denoted by SL or X SL. Clearly, SL is a T 0 closure space, that is, different points x, y in SL have distinct closures XL ∩ ↓x = XL ∩ ↓y. Many concrete instances of such "spectral spaces" are well known from ring theory, algebraic geometry, topology and lattice theory. We shall discuss a broad variety of examples in Sections 3 and 4.
Henceforth, let L denote a complete lattice. Associated with L are two maps that will play a central role in our investigations: the "join map"
and the "spectral map"
Obviously,
is a kernel operation on L (that is, an isotone and idempotent map with κ L (b) b), and its range
Without proof, we note the following elementary facts. 
Furthermore, they induce a bijection between the points of the spectrum XL and the point closures (the principal ideals of XL).
Now, we say L is X(-join)-based or X--spatial if L = KL, and X-conservative if at least XL = XKL. By definition, L is X-based iff XL is a join-base for L, whereas for most point selections X occurring in practice, every complete lattice is X-conservative. However, there are a few remarkable exceptions (one example is discussed at the end of Section 3). Note that not only for every X-based but even for every X-conservative lattice L, the Xspectrum is an X-based space; for a stronger result, see Lemma 2.8. From Lemma 2.1 and well-known facts about adjoint maps, we infer:
The following statements are equivalent:
Also, the much weaker property of X-conservativity may be described in terms of the maps ε L and σ L :
(2) σ L preserves X iff for all x ∈ XL, we have XL ∩ ↓x ∈ XCSL, and as we saw before, the latter means κ L (x) ∈ XKL. But, of course, κ L (x) = x for all x ∈ XL. ✷ Natural candidates for morphisms in categories of complete lattices with respect to the given point selection X are those maps which preserve not only all joins but also X. We denote the corresponding category of all complete lattices by XV, that of all X-conservative lattices by XCI, and that of all X--spatial lattices by XVS. Proof. For any X-conservative lattice L, the kernel system KL is X--spatial, since XL = XKL is join-dense in KL. Any join-and X-preserving map α : L → L from an X--spatial lattice L into L corestricts to a join-and X-preserving map α 0 : L → KL, which is clearly the unique such map that composed with the inclusion map ι L : KL → L gives α. Since ι L preserves X and joins, too, it is an XCI-morphism and hence a coreflection map. ✷ While for any continuous map ϕ between X-based spaces S and S , the lifted map Cϕ : CS → CS always preserves joins (being coadjoint to the inverse image map), it need not preserve X, in general. Therefore, we introduce that full subcategory XS of the category S of (closure) spaces and continuous maps whose objects are so-called X-spaces, by which we mean X-based spaces S such that for every continuous map ϕ from S into an Xbased space S , the lifted map Cϕ preserves X. Fortunately, for many (but not for all) choices of X, the latter condition is fulfilled automatically, as we shall see in Section 3. Now, we may restrict the closed set lattice functor C : S → V to a well-defined functor C : XS → XVS ⊆ XCI ⊆ XV.
In the opposite direction, X gives rise to a functor S = X S from XCI to XS, via restriction to the X-spectra. That the restricted (and corestricted) maps are in fact continuous is readily checked (see [15] ), and that the X-spectrum of an X-conservative lattice is an X-space will follow from 2.8. In our task to establish an adjunction between the functors C and S, the first step is: Lemma 2.5. For any X-based space S, the map η S is continuous, and Cη S = σ CS is a lattice isomorphism between CS and CSCS, with inverse ε CS . On the other hand, for any X-conservative lattice L, the map Sσ L = η SL is an isomorphism whose inverse is the restriction Sε L of ε L to the spectra.
Proof. Each closed set in SCS is of the form
which shows that η S is continuous. Since CS is X--spatial, we know from Lemma 2.2 that σ CS : CS → CSCS is an isomorphism. In order to prove the equality Cη S = σ CS , we use the fact that Cη S is the (unique!) coadjoint of η S ← , which is the inverse of σ CS , by ( * * ) and surjectivity of σ CS .
The second part follows from 2.1 and 2.3. ✷ Lemma 2.6.
(1) η is a natural transformation from the identity functor on XS to the composite functor SC.
(2) ε is a natural transformation from CS to the identity functor on XCI.
Proof. (1) For any continuous map ϕ : S → S between X-spaces, we compute
(2) If L is an X-conservative lattice then ε L is an XCI-morphism: by 2.1, it has the adjoint σ L , and by 2.3, it preserves X. ηG is a natural isomorphism Gε is a natural isomorphism ηG is an epi-transformation
Gε is a mono-transformation F η is a natural isomorphism εF is a natural isomorphism F η is an epi-transformation εF is a mono-transformation
For these properties, it suffices that ε is a mono-transformation (which is the case for our "join-transformation" ε, see 2.1). We have now gathered all ingredients for the intended adjunction theorem. As with any adjoint situation, the second task is now to determine the maximal categorical equivalence induced by the given adjunction-in other words, to find intrinsic characterizations of the objects isomorphic to images under the functors C and S, respectively. In the former case, we shall see in Proposition 2.9 that the objects in question are just the X--spatial lattices. For the latter, we need a generalization of the topological concept of soberness, which may be regarded as a sort of completeness (see [15] ). Thus, we call a closure space S X-sober or X-complete if it is T 0 and XCS is precisely the set of all point closures. By the equality XCS = MS, every X-sober space S is X-based and, moreover, an X-space, because for any continuous map ϕ from S into an X-based space S , the lifted map Cϕ preserves X, mapping point closures to point closures (which belong to XS ). Hence, the X-sober spaces form a full subcategory XSO of the category XS of X-spaces and continuous maps.
Besides the classical example of sober (topological) spaces, where X selects just the ∨-prime elements (satisfying p = 0 and p a ∨ b ⇒ p a or p b), we shall discuss a sequence of examples in Section 3. The name "X-complete" is motivated by several facts. Firstly, sober spaces may be characterized by the convergence-theoretical completeness condition that every "funnel" (completely -prime filter in the lattice of open sets) is an open neighborhood filter, hence has a greatest limit point (with respect to the order x y ⇐⇒ x ∈ {y}). Indeed, this seems to be the earliest characterization of sober spaces in the literature-however, in different terminology (see Kowalsky [34] ). For related completeness conditions of (convergence) spaces, see the work of Hoffmann (e.g., [28, 29] ).
Secondly, if X selects all elements, then the X-complete spaces are just the complete lattices, endowed with the closure system of all principal ideals. Similarly, if m is any cardinal number and X m selects all m-compact elements c (having the property that c A implies c B for some subset B of A with less than m elements), then the X m -complete spaces are the m-join complete posets (where all subsets with less than m elements have a join), equipped with the closure system of all m-join ideals (see [20, 22] ). In particular, the join-semilattices (having a least element), endowed with the closure system of all ideals, are precisely the X ω -complete spaces if X ω selects all compact elements (a fact that was also observed by Banaschewski and Bruns [5] ). For the selection P of all -prime elements (see 3.4), the P-complete spaces are just the Alexandroff T 0 spaces [2] , whose closure system is union-complete, i.e., closed under arbitrary unions.
Thirdly, many reflections may be regarded as completions, and we shall see soon that the X-complete spaces form in fact a reflective subcategory of the category of X-spaces. Thus, the associated reflection may be viewed as an X-completion (or X-sobrification).
Let us point out a crucial fact, showing that the class of X-conservative lattices is the greatest one so that the spectrum functor lands in the category of X-sober spaces.
Lemma 2.8. A complete lattice L is X-conservative iff its spectrum SL is X-sober.
Indeed, SL is always T 0 , and by Lemma 2.1, we have the equivalence
The next proposition justifies both names, "X-based" and "X--spatial", from the point of topological representation. Proposition 2.9. For a complete lattice L, the following are equivalent: 
Moreover, the lattice L in (c) is unique up to isomorphism.

Proof. (a) ⇒ (b)
We know that η S is continuous and, by the T 0 axiom, one-to-one; by the equation MS = XCS, it is also onto and induces a bijection between CS and CSCS.
(
Summarizing the previous facts, we arrive at an equivalence that was already established in [15] , however without the adjunction framework relating the larger categories XS and XCI to each other: Corollary 2.11. For any invariant point selection X, the adjoint functors C and S restrict to an equivalence between the category XSO of X-sober spaces and the category XVS of X--spatial lattices.
With any invariant point selection X, there is associated its dual
In the classical example, where X selects the ∨-prime elements, the X--spatial lattices are just the spatial frames or locales (cf. [13, 33, 36] ), whereas the X--spatial lattices are the cospatial lattices or spatial coframes.
We have now the following 12 categories of complete lattices: Here, "dually X-conservative" means that the dual lattice is X-conservative, but not that the original lattice is X d -conservative! In the subsequent diagram, r means "reflective" and c "coreflective subcategory". Recall that U (respectively L) sends a join-(meet-)preserving map to its upper (lower) adjoint, D dualizes the objects, and T has both effects.
Corollary 2.12. There is a dual Galois adjunction between the category XS of X-spaces and the category DX of dually X-conservative lattices with maps having an adjoint that preserves X d . It induces a duality between the category XSO of X-sober spaces and the category S X of X--spatial lattices and maps with an X d -preserving adjoint, which is isomorphic to the category SVX of X--spatial lattices and maps with an X-preserving coadjoint.
Such dual adjunctions and 
Oϕ : OS → OS , O → S \ Cϕ(S \ O)
and is isomorphic to C, provided the open set lattices are equipped with dual set inclusion as order. Being isomorphic to C, the open set functor O is also adjoint to the spectrum functor S.
Like any other Galois adjunction, the adjunction in Theorem 2.7 also induces a reflection and a coreflection, respectively, between the involved categories: Corollary 2.13. Let X be any invariant point selection.
(1) The "X-sobrification" functor SO is isomorphic to SC, hence a reflector from the category XS of X-spaces to the full subcategory XSO of X-sober spaces. (2) The functor CS is a mono-coreflector from the category XCI of X-conservative lattices to the category XVS of X--spatial lattices. Via the natural isomorphisms ε and σ , it is isomorphic to the coreflector K = K X .
Convenient point selections
We call an invariant point selection X convenient if (c1) every X-based closure space is already an X-space, and (c2) every complete lattice is X-conservative. In other words, X is convenient iff XS is the category of all X-based closure spaces and XCI is the category of all complete lattices with X-and -preserving maps. Hence, our adjunction theorem may be rephrased for that situation as follows: If ϕ : S → S is any X-proper map into an open X-based space then the map ϕ : RS → S is X-proper, too (indeed, B ∈ XOS implies ϕ ← (B ) ∈ XOS = XORS) and is the unique ψ : RS → S with ϕ = ψ • ρ S . ✷ Next, let us exhibit several sufficient conditions ensuring convenience of a point selection. We denote by JL the set of all (completely) -irreducible elements of the complete lattice L; thus, j ∈ JL means that j belongs to every subset of L whose join is j . Notice that any join-base of L must contain all of JL, but JL itself need not be join-dense (in lattices without covering pairs, like the real unit interval, it may be empty). (2) For any complete lattice L and the kernel system K = KXL, we haveXK ⊆ JK ⊆XL, since each element of K is a join of elements ofXL (in K). Conversely,
Corollary 3.4. Each of the following point selections is convenient: --irreducible elements, --prime elements (p A implies p a for some a ∈ A), -∨-prime -irreducible elements, -atoms (elements covering the least element), -∨-prime atoms, --prime atoms, -exchange atoms (non-zero elements a such that a ∨ b covers b if b a).
Many other convenient selections come from certain subset selections (see, for example, [17, 20, 22] ). These are (large) functions Z selecting from each (partially) ordered set P a collection ZP of subsets. An element p ∈ P is said to be Z (-join)-prime or Z-compact if for each Z ∈ ZP having a join with p Z, there is a z ∈ Z with p z. The set of all Z-prime elements is called the Z-core [43] or the Z-spectrum of P . We denote it by ZP and obtain a point selection Z, by restriction to complete lattices. Z--spatial lattices are also called Z-primely generated, Z-compactly generated, or simply Z-lattices (see [19] ). Furthermore, Z-soberness in the sense of [20, 22] is the same property as Z-soberness.
With any subset selection Z, one associates a standard extension [17] or global extension [22] Z ∧ by taking as members of Z ∧ P all principal ideals and all lower sets ↓Z = {x ∈ P : x z for some z ∈ Z} generated by members of ZP . Clearly, Z and Z ∧ induce precisely the same spectra.
A standard extension Z = Z ∧ is said to be M-invariant with respect to a class M of maps between ordered sets if for each ϕ : P → P in M and each Y in ZP , the downset ↓ϕ(Y ) belongs to ZP . By slight abuse of language, we also say a subset selection Z is M-invariant if so is the associated standard extension Z ∧ . Specifically, we denote by O the class of all order-preserving maps, by R that of all right adjoint maps, by L that of all left adjoint injections, and by I that of all (order) isomorphisms. Each subset system Z in the sense of [43] is O-invariant, and every O-invariant standard extension comes from a subset system. Many examples of R-or L-invariant subset selections that fail to be Oinvariant have been presented in [17] and [20] . If Z is I-invariant (a condition met in all relevant situations) then the associated point selection Z is invariant, too. The following three lemmas are particularly helpful (see [20] for the first one): 
, Z-primes). ✷
A closure space with a Z-union complete closure system will be referred to as a Zunion (closure) space. Lemma 3.7. Let L be a complete lattice and Z the selection of Z-primes. The same specifications are obtained if one replaces P by A, the Alexandroff completion (consisting of all lower sets), F by B, the selection of all binary sets (with at most two elements), D by C 0 , the selection of all nonempty chains (totally ordered subsets), E by M, the minimal extension (consisting of all principal ideals). For the exchange of D with C 0 (which requires choice principles), see [20] , and for further examples, [16, 17, 20] and [43] .
Let us reformulate the adjunction theorem for Z-spectra. One well-known (dual) equivalence did not occur in the previous examples, namely that between distributive join-semilattices (with least element) and algebraic distributive lattices (see, for instance, [26] ). In order to include that situation, we have to make a slightly more sophisticated selection: this time, let XL stand for the set of all compact distributive elements, where an element c of a ∨-semilattice is distributive iff c a ∨ b implies c = a 0 ∨ b 0 for some a 0 a and b 0 b. The whole semilattice is distributive iff each element has that property.
Perhaps unexpectedly, the present point selection X is not convenient, because there are even finite lattices that fail to be X-conservative. In the following example, the "middle" element is distributive in L but not in XL = KL, the lattice of all (compact) distributive elements! Nevertheless, there is a nice algebraic description of the X-sober spaces for the above selection X of compact distributive elements:
Lemma 3.11. (1) A lattice is algebraic and distributive iff it is X--spatial.
(2) The X-sober spaces are precisely the distributive join-semilattices, equipped with the system of all ideals.
Proof. (1) is easily checked (see [14] ).
(2) Recall that for the selection D of all directed subsets, the D-sober spaces are precisely the join-semilattices together with the closure system of their ideals. Now assume that S is X-sober. Since the members of XCS are compact, CS is an algebraic closure system, and by (1), it is distributive. It follows that the point closures are precisely the compact members of CS; in other words, S is D-sober, hence a join-semilattice with CS the system of its ideals. Since the latter is distributive, so is S.
Conversely, if S is a distributive join-semilattice and CS is the system of its ideals then (S, CS) is a D-sober space in which all closed sets are distributive (because CS is), and consequently the point closures are precisely the compact distributive elements of CS. Thus, (S, CS) is X-sober. ✷ Without assuming X-soberness, we cite from [14] : We call these closure spaces Bezout spaces, with regard to the fact that every Bezout ring, endowed with the system of ideals, is such a space. Although the present selection X is not convenient, we know that the selection of compact elements is convenient. Thus, our general adjunction theorem amounts to the following: How can we capture the classical case of distributive (bounded) lattices within that framework? The following simple general construction, producing new invariant selections from old ones, will help.
Let X be an invariant point selection and Z an invariant subset selection for complete lattices (the latter meaning that any isomorphism between complete lattices L and L induces a bijection between ZL and ZL ). Put X Z L = XL if this is a join-base of L and a member of ZL, and
is an isomorphism and XL is join-dense in L and an element of ZL then XL = ϕ(XL) is join-dense in L and belongs to ZL . This and the same argument for ϕ −1 prove the equivalence XL = X Z L ⇔ XL = X Z L , and in any case, we have
Lemma 3.14. Let Z be an invariant subset selection with
(2) Let ϕ : S → S be any continuous map between X Z -based, hence X-based closure spaces or singletons. Then CS and CS are X Z --spatial lattices, and it follows that X Z CS = XCS and X Z CS = XCS . By the convenience hypothesis, Cϕ preserves X, hence also X Z . ✷ Thus, our general adjunction theorem applies to the above situation as well. Now, in order to cover the example of bounded (distributive) lattices, simply let Z select all sublattices containing top and bottom of the entire complete lattice. Then, with the point selection X of all compact elements, we obtain the known (dual) equivalence between bounded lattices and arithmetic or coherent lattices (these are the X Z --spatial lattices, i.e., those complete lattices whose compact elements form a join-dense sublattice containing the top). But we also get a less known (dual) adjunction between algebraic closure spaces in which finite intersections of finitely generated closed sets are again finitely generated, and arbitrary complete lattices! Similarly, taking the selection X of all compact distributive elements, we see that the X Z --spatial lattices are just the arithmetic distributive lattices [24] , alias coherent frames (or locales) [4, 33] . On the other hand, the X Z -(sober) spaces are here just the bounded distributive lattices, equipped with the closure system of all ideals. Hence, Corollary 3.13 holds, mutatis mutandis, also for lattices instead of semilattices.
Let us add two further examples of invariant point selections X that fail to be convenient. The first one is rather trivial, selecting the top elements only. The X--spatial lattices are c For definitions and facts concerning geometric lattices and (pre-)geometries, see, e.g., [26] . In [6] , "geometric lattices" have a more restricted meaning.
here the 1-or 2-element lattices, the X-sober spaces are the 1-element spaces, and the X-based spaces are the indiscrete closure spaces (which have no proper nonempty closed subsets). The empty map ∅ into a nontrivial indiscrete closure space S (having exactly two closed sets) is certainly continuous, but its lift C∅ to the closed set lattices does not preserve X because the empty set is mapped onto a proper subset of S. Hence, although every complete lattice is clearly X-conservative, this poor selection is "inconvenient". The second example is the selection of all ∨-irreducible elements (which belong to every finite set whose join they are). Here, the X--spatial lattices are those in which every element is a join of ∨-irreducible elements (possibly infinite in number), and the X-sober spaces are those T 0 closure spaces in which the point closures are precisely the ∨-irreducible closed sets. Of course, the topological spaces among them are just the sober spaces. For that selection X, not all complete lattices are X-conservative (compare this with 3.4!). For example, the following subset L of the real unit square is a complete lattice whose top element is ∨-irreducible in KL but not in L:
Moreover, there exist X-based closure spaces that fail to be X-spaces. Let N 0 be that closure space whose elements are the natural numbers (including 0) and whose closed proper subsets are {0} and the sets {1, . . ., n}. In the subspace N of all positive integers, each nonempty closed subset is ∨-irreducible. But N 0 , the closure of N in N 0 , is ∨-reducible, being the join of the closed sets {0} and {1}. Hence, the lift Cι of the continuous inclusion map ι : N → N 0 does not preserve X in this case.
Symmetric Stone dualities
In this section, we always are considering two invariant point selections, say X and Z, instead of one. Recall that a map ϕ between spaces S and S is said to be Z-proper if Next, observe that the closed set lattice functor C maps open Z-based spaces to Z--spatial lattices, and that for any Z-proper map ϕ : S → S , the adjoint of the lifted map Cϕ : CS → CS preserves Z d :
Hence, C restricts to a functor from XSOSZ to XVS Z.
In the opposite direction, the spectrum functor S = X S sends any X--spatial (in fact, any X-conservative) lattice L to an X-sober space SL, and by the isomorphism One might wish to extend these (dual) equivalences to adjunctions between larger categories, as we did in the "one-sided" situation discussed in Section 2. This is in fact possible, but the conditions needed in order to make the involved functors well-defined are more technical. Call a complete lattice L X-Z-conservative if it satisfies one (hence each) of the following three equivalent conditions (where K, κ, ι, ε, σ always refer to the selection X; see Section 2, in particular Lemmas 2.1-2.3): preserves X (since XKL = XL and XKL = XL ). The adjoint
By definition, the coreflection map ι L preserves not only X but also
Unlike the one-sided X-conservation property, the requirement of X-Z-conservation is rather restrictive. For the "standard" selection F of all ∨-primes, even (F--)spatial lattices may fail to be F-F-conservative. For example, an easy computation shows that the subset C = {z ± 1 n : z ∈ ω, n ∈ ω\{0}} of the rationals, the set
ordered componentwise by , is a spatial frame,
is the set of ∨-primes, and
is the set of ∧-primes. But in
On the space side, the category XSOZ of X-spaces with open Z-bases and Z-proper maps contains XSOSZ as a full subcategory. Now, essentially the same arguments as for Theorems 2.7 and 4.2 lead to the following result. The inner square may be regarded as a "part" of the diagram in Section 1 (right upper corner), by interpreting X--and Z--spatial lattices as double base lattices (XL, Z d L, L), and X-sober spaces (X, CS) with an open Z-base as base spaces (X, ZOS) (these base spaces contain the whole information about the original space).
The reader will certainly believe that the manifold possible combinations of the two point selections X and Z lead to a broad variety of adjunction and duality theorems. By reasons of limited space, we mention here only the classical case of the Stone duality for distributive (or Boolean) lattices. Given any complete lattice L, we take for XL the set of all compact elements if these form a join-dense distributive (or Boolean) sublattice containing the top, and put XL = {0} otherwise; for ZL, we take the set of all ∨-prime elements. By the remarks in Section 3, these choices provide us with two convenient point selections. Taking into account two consequences of the Prime Ideal Theorem, namely:
(i) algebraic frames are spatial, and (ii) the 0-1-homomorphisms are the prime-ideal continuous maps, we obtain the following categories: (Tables 2 and 3 ) and, as a result, 16 equivalence and 40 duality theorems. (For more examples, see [20] .)
Concerning the notions occurring in these tables, a few comments are in order.
(1) The A-lattices (alias superalgebraic lattices) are those complete lattices for which the -prime elements form a join-base, but also those for which the -prime elements form a meet-base. (2) "Filtered" means "down-directed". Hence, maps preserving filtered meets are dually Scott-continuous [24] . (3) A spatial lattice has a meet-dense subset of ∧-primes, a cospatial one a join-dense subset of ∨-primes (but "spatial coframe" is synonymous with "cospatial lattice"). (4) For algebraic lattices, see, e.g., [26] . "Coalgebraic" means "dually algebraic", and "bialgebraic" means "algebraic and coalgebraic". (5) The category of T 0 Alexandroff spaces (A 0 -spaces) is concretely equivalent to the category of ordered sets, by assigning to the spaces their specialization order, and to ordered sets the topology of upper sets [2, 6] . (6) A map between ordered sets is "filter-continuous" iff the preimages of filters (i.e., filtered upper sets) are again filters. The filters are precisely the prime open sets of the associated Alexandroff spaces. (7) A map between ordered sets is "finitely continuous" iff the preimages of finitely generated upper sets are again finitely generated upper sets, i.e., compact open sets of the associated Alexandroff space. (8) The algebraic ordered sets (in which every directed subset has a join and every elements is a directed join of compact elements) are precisely the sober spaces with a minimal base (see [18, 20] ). (9) "Strongly locally connected spaces" have a base of prime open sets. The category of strongly locally connected sober spaces contains the self-dual category of locally supercompact sober spaces, which is isomorphic to the category of continuous posets [18, 30, 35] . (10) A map between ordered sets is "prime-ideal continuous" iff the preimages of prime ideals (directed lower sets with filtered complement) are again prime ideals. Similarly, "cocompact-ideal continuous" means that preimages of cocompact ideals are again such. (11) In a "freely generated" ∨-semilattice S, every element is a finite join of ∨-primes (hence, S is free over the poset of its ∨-primes). A "∨-semilattice with duality" is one whose ideal lattice is dually isomorphic to that of another ∨-semilattice (hence bialgebraic).
